Place Rowley, Massachusetts.

Building Saint Mary's Church.

Persons Interested Reverend L. A. McMahon, Tel. Rowley 214.

Price: $150 ea. ($7.50 per ft.).

Minister. See above.

Denomination R.C.

Architect These are triple hung windows - wood.

Vents

Position in Church Aisle windows The first two nearest the chancel on each side.

Height from floor 4' approx... Glass

Protection Groove Metal

Rebate Stone Wood

Rabbet 1/4" Wood each

Exposure 2 north; 2 south.

Footage 20' total in window (center enriched medallion has 2' each).

Inscription

Design wanted. X... Staging.

Templates

Blueprints

General Information These windows now have a center mullion which will be removed. The triple-hung arrangement will be retained. (10/24/52).

There is a floor plan, with positions indicated, in folder.

See measurements on folder on back of report dated Sept. 25, 1952.

(The two rear windows, which we are not doing now - are cut by the balcony.)

We are to use four symbols from the Litany - Gate of Heaven, Ark of the Covenant, Seat of Wisdom, and Vessel of Honor. (These were four that were used in Hartford, Our Lady of Sorrows. PIER SYMBOLS AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE.)
Seat of Wisdom | 1
Vessel of Honor | 2
Art of Heaven | 3
Gate of Heaven | 4